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ABSTRACT
The need for proper and acceptable forensic process is necessary due to the proliferation and advancement of high digital technology in all aspect of our life. Also the desire and needs for optimizing time and cost of doing things push humans to deeply depend on digital data for decision making. The legal system has also been investing heavily on this area to develop a framework and technology improvement. Therefore there is a need for an automated video forensic investigation tool and a proper development of a framework that can address the sensitive issues associated with this application. A crime culprit may walk scot-free or an innocent suspect may suffer negative consequences, both monetary and otherwise, simply on account of a forensics process or investigation that was inadequate or improperly conducted. Computer related crime are on the rise and skipping one aspect of forensic process or step may result into incomplete or inconclusive result of investigation that may affect interpretation and conclusions in a court of law. In this paper, we propose a novel automated post incident analysis framework which is able to tackle the challenges of video, realistic and practical outdoor surveillance scenarios.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Digital Video generally refers to the capturing, manipulating and storage of moving images that can be displayed on computer screen [1]. The word digital refers to a system based on discontinuous events as opposed to analogue. Prior to digital era, to display analogue video images on a computer, the video signal had to first be converted from analogue to digital [2]. However, camera and a microphone capture the picture and sound of a video session and send analogue signals to a video-capture adapter board. The board only captures half of the number of frames per second that movies use in order to reduce the amount of data to be processed. Second, there is an analog-to-digital converter chip on the video-capture adapter card, and it converts the analogue signals (waves) to digital patterns (0s and 1s). Third, a compression/decompression chip or software reduces the data to a minimum necessary for recreating the video signals [3].

What makes video so attractive to many, particularly digital is becoming more popular than ever, is as a result of being easy to manipulate. The difference between analogue and digital is like comparing a typewriter with a word processor. Digital video files can be very large. For example, one single frame from a television image with a resolution of 720 x 576 pixels and a color depth of 16 bits has a size of 1.35MB [4].

Digital videos are becoming more popular and accessible through the various media technology advances which enable users to capture, manipulate and store video data in efficient and inexpensive ways. With the increasingly efficient compression formats and easiness of integrating videos in web pages, more people are able to enjoy producing and publishing movies in the digital world.

Digital video is video recorded as digital data which can be stored, manipulated and edited on a computer. Digital video differs from analogue video in a number of important ways: Digital video cameras are smaller and lighter than VHS camcorders, and have better picture quality. The key difference however, is the ease with which digital video can be edited. This enables users to produce video of a higher standard in a shorter time. Digital video is also easier to share via the Internet and integrate with other ICT applications, such as presentation software. With this development the need for digital or analogue video forensic as legal evidence as well as detection of forgery is necessary and important. This study thus presents a post incident analysis framework that can be used for digital video forensic investigation.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
In literature, combination of video fingerprints and registration in a fully automatic semi-blind forensic scheme is promising for forensic analysis [5]. Most organizations underestimate the demand for digital evidence [6]. Traditionally, the digital forensic process begins with the collection, duplication, and authentication of every piece of digital media prior to examination, these first three phases of the digital forensic process are by far the most costly [7].

Computer evidence is becoming a routine part of criminal cases with nearly 85% of current caseloads involving digital evidence [8]. Computer crimes are on the rise and unfortunately less than two percent of the reported cases result in conviction [9]. Computer forensics can be traced back to as early as 1984 when the FBI laboratory and other law enforcement agencies begun developing programs to examine computer evidence. Research groups like the Computer Analysis and Response Team (CART), the Scientific Working Group on Digital Evidence (SWGDE), the Technical Working Group on Digital Evidence (TWGDE), and the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) have since been formed in order to discuss the computer forensic science as a discipline, including the need for a standardized approach to examinations. Some previous work in the literature conclude that computer and network forensics frameworks consist of three basic components that [10] refer to as the basic building blocks in computer forensics investigations. These are: acquiring the evidence while ensuring that the integrity is preserved; authenticating the validity of the extracted data, which involves making sure that it is as valid as the original...
and analyzing the data while keeping its integrity. Some process models that put the three factors into consideration include the Forensics Process Model [11], the Abstract Digital and the Integrated Digital Investigation Model popularly called IDIP which organized the process into five phases: Readiness phase, Deployment phase, Physical Crime Scene Investigation phase, Digital Crime Scene Investigation phase and the Review phase. All these phases have specific roles to play in ensuring reliable digital data forensic evidence. The objective of the Readiness phase is to ensure operations and infrastructure are able to fully support an investigation, while the Deployment phase is to provide a mechanism for an incident to be detected and confirmed. The main objective of Physical Crime Scene Investigation phase is to collect and analyze the physical evidence and reconstruct the actions that took place during the incident. The goal of Digital Crime Scene Investigation phase is to collect and analyze the digital evidence that was obtained from the physical investigation phase and or through any other future way round, and finally, Review phase reviews the whole investigation and identifies areas of improvement if necessary. This proposal was later enhanced and came up with Enhanced Digital Investigation model EIDIP, which separates the investigations at the primary and secondary crime scenes while depicting the phases as iterative instead of linear. It is based on the IDIP model and expands the deployment phase in the IDIP model to include the physical and digital crime investigations, while introducing a new phase dedicated to trace back to the computer (the primary crime scene) that was used as a tool to commit the offense.

![Fig 1: Enhanced Digital Investigation model (EIDIP)](image)

### 2.1 Video forensics and interviews

Video forensics as a discipline demands specially trained personnel, support from management, and the necessary funding to keep a unit operating, and this can only be attained by constructing a comprehensive training program for examiners, which is mostly police personnel by providing sound digital video evidence recovery techniques, and a commitment to keep any developed unit operating at maximum efficiency [12]. The ability of Police personnel to follow the standard approach to video classification involves three major stages [12]: First, local visual features that describe a region of the video are extracted either densely [13] or at a sparse set of interest points [14] and [15]. Next, the features get combined into a fixed-sized video-level description. One popular approach is to quantize all features using a learned k-means dictionary and accumulate the visual words over the duration of the video into histograms of varying spatiotemporal positions and extents [16]. Lastly, a classifier (such as an SVM) is trained on the resulting “bag of words” representation to distinguish among the visual classes of interrogation. Participation in the legal system and testifying in court are associated with poorer mental health outcomes, especially when the experiences are particularly stressful for the individuals concerned [17]. It is difficult to estimate the time required to complete a full investigation. Information gained in investigative interviews thus plays a crucial role in the investigation of a crime. Fortunately, more than 30 years of research on crime interviewing clearly shows how investigative interviews should, and should not, be conducted [17]. The most reliable information is obtained when interviewers use open-ended prompts for information such as “tell me what happened?” and “tell me more about that;” such prompts also yield information that is most likely to be accurate. Professionals have also translated research findings into guidelines for interviewers such as the Memorandum of Good Practice, Achieving Best Evidence, the NICHD Protocol and the Guidance for Interviewing Child Witnesses and Victims in Scotland. The survey yielded further support for suggestions that investigative interviews with children should be electronically recorded [18]. Furthermore, the quality of interviews must be independently and regularly checked to ensure that standards are achieved and maintained. Make an initial assessment about the type of case being investigated. The interviewer or investigator should systematically follow the following [19]:

1. Determine a preliminary design or approach to the case
2. Create a detailed design
3. Determine the resources you need
4. Obtain and copy an evidence
disk drive
6. Identify the risks
7. Mitigate or minimize the risks
8. Test the design
9. Analyze and recover the digital evidence
10. Investigate the data you recovered
11. Complete the case report
12. Critique the case

### 3. DEVELOPMENTS IN VIDEO FORENSICS

Several methods which are camera-based, coding-based, and geometrical/physical inconsistencies are used to assist in video forensics. With consideration to camera-based video forensics, some artifacts left behind are exploited for both camera identification and tampering detection [20]. Photo Response Non-Uniformity (PRNU) fingerprint technique was proposed by [21] which aids in detecting different kind of attacks. Other works in this area include the use of noise acquisition device to detect tampered regions in static scenes carried out by [13]. Even though there are several research in this area generally, this method works better when the video under consideration is uncompressed. Practically, most videos recovered from recording devices are usually compressed and as such, this method may not be effective and applicable to compressed video.
Considering coding-based video forensics, forensic experts exploit the presence or irregularities in coding artifacts to assist in detecting tampering in videos. Research done by [15] exploited tampering detection, focusing on the assumption of double and single compression of videos. Several other works are done in this area but it should be noted that most of the assumptions carried out by researchers do not apply in real life situations and up till now, there is no clear standard as to what extent using coding-based techniques could assist in presenting evidence in the court room.

For detection considering geometry or physical lighting properties of a crimes scene, it is very difficult to justify as whether such a scene is consistent or not. Several algorithms have been developed over the years considering this method including [22], which considers "ghost shadows" and [16] who are concerned with three-dimensional parabolic trajectory with considering of objects in a video. The above mentioned methods are useful in handling particular tasks. However, there are no defined patterns as to how these methods may assist in presenting the evidence recovered from such videos in the court of law. We hereby propose a video analytic-based video forensic framework showing how the evidence could be analysed in order to be acceptable in the court of law.

3.1 Legal Requirements

Digital forensic as a discipline comprises Information Assurance, and is perhaps one most closely defined by legal requirements and one whose growth and evolution is informed and guided by case law, regulatory changes, and the ability of cyber lawyers and digital forensics experts to take the products of forensic tools and processes to court. The tension between privacy rights and law enforcement’s need to search and seize digital evidence sometimes mirrors, and frequently extends, the extent tensions inherent in rules of evidence. Technology is present in every aspect of modern life. At one time, a single computer filled an entire room. Today, a computer can fit in the palm of your hand. Criminals are exploiting the same technological advances which are driving forward the evolution of society, today, virtually every business and personal document is prepared on a computer and mobile, hand-held devices, it is the use of specialized techniques for recovery, authentication and analysis of electronic data when a case involves issues relating to reconstruction of computer usage, examination of residual data, and authentication of data by technical analysis or explanation of technical features of data and computer usage. Computer and digital forensics is useful for the detection and investigation of crime committed on computers, computer networks, the internet and other digital devices with the intent of giving digital evidence in law courts and tribunals [23]. It is also the professional extraction and handling of potential electronic evidence from any digital device or digital storage media to assist investigators, prosecutors, and the trier of fact (judges, magistrates and members of tribunals) in a criminal justice system in arriving at the right judgment in litigation. In July, 2011, Nigeria as an African Country, signed into law her Evidence Act, 2011 which recognizes electronic, digital and computer generated evidence. No doubt that this singular act has the capability to transform our legal and judicial systems. As electronic evidence grows in both volume and importance in criminal and civil courts, judges and magistrates need to fairly and justly evaluate the merits of the offered evidence. To do so, prosecutors, investigators, judges and magistrates need a general understanding of the underlying technologies and applications from which forensic evidence is derived and the appropriate standards that must be met. There is need for standards document aimed principally for the police officers, law-enforcement and security agents, military officers, prosecutors, anti-corruption agencies, regulatory agencies, other public sector investigators and private sector investigators working for their organizations and those working in conjunction with law enforcement. However, some work in the literature indicate pointed out that, every investigative process that reach the point where specific competency questions are answered, digital evidence must survive the threshold test posed by [18] of its competency as a class of evidence. The Court further clarified that the admissibility inquiry must be centered on the experts' "principles and methodology," and "not on the conclusions that they generate. So, digital forensic evidence proposed for admission in court must satisfy two conditions: it must be (1) relevant, arguably a very weak requirement, and (2) it must be "derived by the scientific method" and "supported by appropriate validation. Digital forensics is, of course, highly technical, and therefore grounded in science, computer science, mathematics, physics, and so forth. It is also a discipline that requires knowledge of engineering, particularly electrical, mechanical and systems engineering. And applying the science and engineering in specific investigations is a complex process that requires professional judgment that is sometimes more art than science.

3.2 Legal Evidence

As technology advance hence the need for dealing with digital evidence, to achieved the process general forensic and procedural principles should be applied like actions taken. Persons conducting an examination of digital evidence and activity relating to the seizure, examination, storage, or transfer of digital evidence must be "strictly" on the experts' principles and methodology, and "not on the conclusions that they generate. So, digital forensic evidence proposed for admission in court must satisfy two conditions: it must be (1) relevant, arguably a very weak requirement, and (2) it must be "derived by the scientific method" and "supported by appropriate validation. Digital forensics is, of course, highly technical, and therefore grounded in science, computer science, mathematics, physics, and so forth. It is also a discipline that requires knowledge of engineering, particularly electrical, mechanical and systems engineering. And applying the science and engineering in specific investigations is a complex process that requires professional judgment that is sometimes more art than science.
3.3 Video Forensic Framework Review

Frequently cited definition for Digital Forensic Science is that of the Digital Forensic Research Workshop (DFRWS) of 2001: ‘The use of scientifically derived and proven methods toward the preservation, collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation, documentation and presentation of digital evidence derived from digital sources for the purpose of facilitating or furthering the reconstruction of events found to be criminal, or helping to anticipate unauthorized actions shown to be disruptive to planned operations’ [25]. But as a result of advancement in technology most organization especially business firms relies heavily on software application and internet technology to operate and improve their business, and these businesses depend on the digital devices to process, store and recover data. A large amount of information is produced, accumulated, and distributed via electronic means. Recent study demonstrates that in 2008 98% of all document created in organization were created electronically [6] and approximately 85% of 66 million U.S. dollars was lost by organizations due to digital related crime in 2007. In 2008, Ehud Tenenbaum was extradited from Canada on suspicion of stealing $1.5million from Canadian bank through stolen credentials and infiltrated computers. Cybercrime reports indicates a complex online fraud which scanned over £1 million pounds from taxpayers in 2009. Some work in the literature defined digital forensic as the use of scientifically derived and proven methods toward the identification, preservation, collection, validation, analysis, interpretation, documentation and presentation of digital evidence derived from digital sources for the purpose of facilitating or furthering the reconstruction of events found to be criminal, or helping to anticipate unauthorized actions shown to be disruptive to planned operations. Digital evidence derived not only from computer devices such as hard drive and memory chip generic media, like mobile phones, portable computers, PDA’s, network traffic contents can certainly be used to represent digital evidence before the court of law. However, in some study it was proved that methodologies from physical forensics is possible to be adopted into digital forensics, specific forensic software is created, and comprehensive knowledge is obtained by digital forensic specialist to defeat digital criminality. The use of digital device to carryout criminal activity, evidence or otherwise known as digital evidence can be obtain from fraud, theft of or destruction of intellectual property. This evidence is any data that can provide a significant link between the cause of the crime and the victim. Digital evidence is naturally fragile because it is easily altered, modified, copied and damaged or destroyed as a result of improper handling or analysis. This may influence the result of its original state, thus precaution should be taken when documenting, collecting, preserving and examining digital evidence [26]. Digital evidence is a data of investigative value that is stored on or transmitted by a digital device. Therefore digital evidence is hidden evidence in the same way that Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) or fingerprint evidence is hidden. In its natural state, digital evidence cannot be known by the content in the physical object that holds such evidence. Investigative reports may be required to explain the examination process and any limitation [26].

Previous research output present a number of published model or frameworks in the area of digital forensic, many of this output fundamentally used the concept or ideas derived from traditional methodology popularly known as physical forensic evidence collection of digital evidence strategy as practice by police or any law enforcement agent. Such frameworks are previously examined by [24] for digital forensics. The authors argued that the proposed model can be term as an enhancement of the Digital Forensic Research Workshops (DFRWS) 2001 therefore their model involves nine components such as:

- **Identification** – it recognises an incident from indicators and determines its type. This component is important because it impacts other steps but it is not explicit within the field of forensic.
- **Preparation** – it involves the preparation of tools, techniques, search warrants and monitoring authorization and management support.
- **Approach strategy** – formulating procedures and approach to use in order to maximize the collection of untainted evidence while minimizing the impact to the victim.
- **Preservation** – it involves the isolation, securing and preserving the state of physical and digital evidence.
- **Collection** – This is to record the physical scene and duplicate digital evidence using standardized and accepted procedures.
- **Examination** – An in-depth systematic search of evidence relating to the suspected crime. This focuses on identifying and locating potential evidence.
- **Analysis** – This determines importance and probative value to the case of the examined product.
- **Presentation - Summary and explanation of conclusion.**
- **Returning Evidence** – Physical and digital property returned to proper owner.

4. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

Currently, forensic research focuses mainly on identification, individualisation and association at the source level. Even though a forensic expert aims at achieving any of these, considering video forensics, the court of law finds it difficult accepting evidence which they are not so sure how it was handled. Figures 2 and 3 give a description of our proposed framework.

The Ten (10) steps are explained below:

**Evidence collection:**

Devices that contain video footages should be identified and acquired from all the relevant sources. Digital Video Recorders (DVRs) and Network Video Recorders (NVRs) serve as a source of input evidence. For this input to be used as legal evidence, which is the focus of this research, it is important that the recording device includes embedded proof of authentication. Recordings such as DVR4C cannot be manipulated/ altered without being noticed, and as such can guarantee the authenticity or integrity of the recording. Most DVRs has the capability to perform the above tasks successfully.
Hard Disk Drive (HDD) cloning:
Cloning the HDD means making an exact copy of the evidence collected in step 1 and saving to another storage media. This is done to avoid issues of manipulating the original evidence on the original HDD. The original HDD can be cloned as many times as possible without manipulating its contents. All experiments must be performed on the cloned HDD and not the original HDD.

Video extraction:
Retrieving the required evidence from the cloned HDD is carried out in this step. This is done to have access to the content of the cloned HDD. DVRs and NVRs can archive videos to a USB flash drive, external Hard Disk Drive (HDD), or other storage devices. This recording is usually in a digital format. Archiving the video and audio must be done consistently.

Video conversion
The video and audio must be converted to the right format for both viewing and analysis. Most of DVRs and NVRs store videos in their proprietary formats. There is every need to convert the collected evidence from the DVR/NVR proprietary format to a standard format in order to apply the video analytic tool.

Requirements capturing:
Police officers define the events to be detected from the video footages, by specifying area(s) as well as events that they want the video analytic tool to consider. For example, a suspect wearing red clothes and green hat, or a criminal walking or running in a particular direction or hanging around for the video length of time.

Automated video analysis:
A careful analysis of the evidence is important. This step automates the investigation process. A video analytic tool can generate a report detailing the start and end of each event. The list of events that happened per day, or per week, or per month, or even per year will be properly reported. Failure to properly analyse the evidence entails a miss of target for the evidence sought for.

Manual verification
In order not to take laws into their hands, the police officers manually verify and select relevant events from the events detected by the video analytic tool. Irrelevant events are not considered after careful examination by police experts.

Building a storyline
An investigation story board gives a sequence of events, typically with some directions and dialogue, representing the patterns of events.

Report generation
A report for the results of the analysis should be written down. This report should include issues like actions taken, why such actions were taken, findings made from the actions taken and recommendations for improvements to policies, guidelines and other aspects of forensic process amongst other issues.

Court presentation
The evidence in a DVD must be provided to the court. This helps the court to be sure that forensic expert and/or police officers are not formulating stories. The court has the right to get a clone of the DVD and give it to another expert to double check the evidence.
5. CONCLUSION
Digital evidence must be properly admissible, precise, authenticated and accurate in order to be accepted in the court of law. Because of fragile nature of digital evidence the process must be handled properly and carefully. A detailed digital forensic process provides important assistance to

---

Fig 3: Detailed Workflow for the Proposed Framework
forensic investigators in gathering evidence admissible in the
court of law. In our study we conclude further that, there is
need to have standard guideline for investigators. The digital
forensic community needs a structured framework for rapid
development of standard operational procedures that can be
tested effectively and validated quickly. Digital forensic
practitioners can benefit from the iterative structure proposed
in this research to build forensically sound case and also for
the development of consistent and simplified forensic guides
on digital forensic investigation that can be a guideline for
standard operational procedure and a model for developing
future technology in digital forensic investigation.

Another important conclusion that can be drawn from this
study is that Enhanced Integrated Digital Investigation
Process is an improved version of Integrated Digital
Investigation Process Model. This is because it is capable of
describing the development right from the point when the
initial infrastructure is put in place, to investigate when
incident is reported through what it called trace back phase. In
our study this improved version is tested and concludes that it
is suitable for cyber crime investigation.
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